Genetic mechanisms of regression in autism spectrum disorder.
Developmental regression occurs in approximately one-third of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). There is a strong genetic influence in ASD and hundreds of genes have been implicated. Theories suggest that regressive ASD is a neurobiological subtype with potentially different causes. This review examines the evidence of genetic influences in regression and provides a summary of its frequency among ASD-associated single-gene disorders. The few twin- and family studies reporting on the concordance of regressive ASD among twin pairs and siblings provide mixed results, and no conclusions of the variance explained by either genetic or environmental factors can be drawn. Among the 89 genes robustly associated with ASD, 16 have been connected to regression, of which seven showed rates of regression higher than 30% among the mutation carriers. The molecular functions of these genes highlight important roles of transcriptional and synapse regulation for regression. Overall, this review shows our limited understanding of factors influencing regressive ASD and calls for additional studies to answer the open questions.